People of all ages delight in great design that is responsive to their needs. Think of what the Lego brand or the Apple ecosystem provides for creative content makers and curators, for example. While these products and brands are obviously consumables and architecture is not, the point about great design being responsive to creative needs should act as a cleaver to the old paradigm that school architecture is first and foremost pragmatically functional and secondly, reduced to a visual experience.

In fact, to leverage the transformative power of both school architecture and learning – digging deep into the dimensions they share offers the most potential for architects and educators to build upon a common language for more robust design outcomes; experiential, multi-sensory, inherently social and ecological, conveys relevance, reflects cultural value systems, affords interpretations of meaning, where open and bounded conditions shape and influence attitudes, behaviors and outcomes. (In our recent research, we are finding that school architecture, by default of the typology and intent of the design is another important ‘reflexive teacher’ of children).

So let’s harken back to the Steve Jobs adage that “design is not just what it looks and feels like. Design is how it works” and spend more time exploring, collaborating across disciplines and researching the complex connections between school architecture, pedagogy and the relational possibilities for responsive design to drive education toward an ethos of creativity.

Should creativity be the next revolution in learning, which I believe it will be, we should focus our attention and find the means to research how creativity functions as a profound human learning instinct and how places and spaces of learning can enhance the capacity for creative endeavors. We can lean on evidence of the impact school design can have on learning and health outcomes, but very little evidence exists on the connection between school architecture, learning and creativity (let’s assume the health imperative is already embedded in these conditions). How and what kind of responsive learning contexts will nurture individual and collective creative capacities? What qualities and characteristics do places, people, practices and opportunities need to have in combination – to constitute a culture of creativity by design?

Creativity Will Be The Next Learning Environment Revolution. This is a powerful, humbling and intriguing big picture declaration for industry consideration. More and more, school architects and designers are charged with proposing solutions for learning environments that foster collaborative, interdisciplinary, project-based, hands-on pedagogies. Buildings and nearly every type of formal and informal learning space also need to be flexible, agile, adaptable, multi-use, multi-purpose, technologically seamless, but also intentional and certainly healthy for everything from constructivist classrooms to STEM labs and all varieties of spatial combines; neighborhoods, pods, clusters, etc. All of these (and more) are indicative of functional solutions for emergent teaching methodologies, configurations to increase student engagement and spatial organization patterns that optimize small learning.
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individual “all creative activity grows, first, out of the relationships between an individual and the objective world of work and, second, out of the ties between an individual and other human beings.” [Gardner, 2011] In other words, creativity does not reside on one side of the brain and only result in ‘artistic’ tendencies, the capacity resides in each person and it is our responsibility to recognize the cultural influences that will help new learners rise to the tasks of their future.

Now Is The Time To Take The Lead As Collaborative Industry Partners. Re-establishing schools as an enriched context for creativity means identifying the physical features, aesthetic characteristics, pedagogical practices, people and policies that shape and influence school culture. We, as architects, designers, educators, planners, parents and mentors, should be insatiably curious about what it is going to take to capture the creative capacity of all new learners and engage their curiosity with the places, people, practices and opportunities in combination that will constitute a new culture of creativity for the 21st century. The design studio is only one metaphor among many non-school precedents that had the right contextual mix of culture and contingency to effectively launch innovative leaders in nearly every industry. Why not make school culture a setting for routine innovation, an everyday experience for new learners.
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databases of districts and schools that most of us employ offer up to a dozen different funding selections including such criteria as expenditure per student, book budget, Title I funding, special ed funding, and more.

Some of this data is collected at the school level and some is collected at the district level and assigned to the school. Data collected at the district level and assigned to its schools may or may not be accurate. Some selection data is more complete and captured for more districts and schools than others. All of this can create an incomplete, even incorrect evaluation of which prospects are likely to have discretionary funds.

Focus On Where the Money Is

In my experience, the most consistent measure of a district or school’s degree of discretionary spending is the affluence of the community in which the school is located. This is particularly true of public institutions, not so true for private and Catholic institutions. I consider all private and Catholic institutions to be capable of discretionary spending regardless of their location.

By redefining the market to focus on districts and schools in affluent communities (and private and Catholic institutions), we change the dynamics of promotion return on investment (ROI). The costs go down (less institutions ergo less promotion volume) and the sales go up (schools and districts in affluent communities spend more than the overall average). Promotion media that doesn't work on average for the whole market can work for the upper segments of the redefined market based on affluence.

The key to success with this concept is the accuracy of the data that is used to determine the true measure of the affluence of the community in which a district or school is located. If you can be confident of the data, you should be able to enjoy a healthier ROI as you work through these difficult market conditions.

Over the next five years, we anticipate significant enrollment growth. This will cause growth in facilities, supplies and materials, and staff. The teachers of the future will be even more technology savvy than those of today resulting in more change during the years ahead. It’s time to embrace change.
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